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Albert Tevoedjre

Ever since John Donne asserted that "no man is an island" it has become
almost a platitude to insist upon the interdependence of men both as individuals
and as collective groups in organised societyXhe fundamental truth of this
assertian is self-evident and I cdn assure you that I have no intention to
embroider it with more platitudes. What I do intend to undertake, however,
is a general inquiry inta certain practical aspects of the implementation of
this concept of inter-dependence in the 20th century world; in particular ,
to examine the working s of an instrument relatively new to international
relations I namely international technical ca-operation, with special reference
to its application in the independent countries of AfriCa and the role played
in this field by the International Labour Organisation.

L

a) The phenomenon of under-development

In the field with which we are dealing the word "co-operation" is a synonym -
same would say an euphemism -- for the term "assistance" • For although many
types of activity are explicitly designed to be carried out on the basis of
ca-operation, it is nevertheless a fact that their point departure is the
impulsian by one party to give assistance and the need of another to receive it.
The procedure elearly implies the ability as well as the willingness of the donor
party to provide assistance -- whateveI' motives may underlie the act of giving.
And it is equally elear that it is a state of necessity which motivates the
recipient party to enter the contraet. \/lle at once arrive at the nucleus of the
international ca-operation or "assistance" question: the fact that one party is
prosperous enough to tender a portion of its wealth, and the other is so irl1poven
that it can scarcely refuse the offer. International assistance is thus a direct
outgrowth of an imbalance in the distribution of the world"s material wealth.

Before we pursue furhter this somewhat depressing line of thought, 1et us
look more closely at the phenomenon of under-development. The arrivalan the
international scene of mony countries whose economic and social situation
had been previausly hiddcm from the world by colonial regimes , together
with the trend to view economic growth in global rather than sectional or
national terms { has focused the scrutiny of researchers and planners upon
the plight of the "third vvorld Il e It is of course impossible to generalise • Them
are enonnous differences betv\TGen the various countries are called under-
developed. Each one has its own s I economic s;
their phy conditions state of development vary considerably. But we
can discern a number of features are common to a many of them.
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import manufactured goods, most the ensuing profits being sent back home
rather than being used to breathe new life into the traditional sector or
establish new local industries. Very often this elose economic link with the
metropolitan power has been perpetuated after independence, to the disadvantage
of the newly independent state.

2. Over-specialised production encouraged by the exporters is the second feature
that can generally be observed in under-developed countries. Their economy, as
you are aware, frequently depends upon the world prices of a small number of
commodities such as sugar, groundnuts, cocoa, coffee or rubber: a market in
which speculation provokes violent fluctuations in prices.

3. Closely related to this is the deterioration of their terms of trade. The
basic trend of raw material prices has been to decline as compared to those
of manufactured products. The less developed countries are caught in a tread
miIl, making a continual effort yet remaining perpetually in the same position.
The severe restraint which is being placed on their economic growth by the growth
of their exports and the instability of world prices for raw materials creates
balance of payments difficulties which in tum seriously curtail their capacity to
import the capital goods and equipment essential for their industrial development,
and consequently for developing their export potential. New trading arrangements
to the benefit of the developing countries are an essential way of breaking the
vicious circle.

4. A fourth general characteristic of under-development is the population
explosion, caused jointly by a high birth rate and a decrease in end(:lmic diseases
and infant mortality • The rapid increase in numbers to be fed, elothed, educated
and employed poses immense problems for anascent economy.

The over-all situation, therefore I is one of economic stalemate -- or worse -
the ramifications of which reverberate well beyond the boundaries of economics
There is, I believe I a growing recognition among the more developed nations that
unless the tensions and frustrations caused by under-development are relieved
by concrete and rapid achievements in economic and social development f then
violent social upheaval, affecting all nations I rich and poor alike, will be the
inevitable outcome •

I have deliberatly painted a sombre picture of the condition of the under
developed world; sombre, but realistic, I think you will agree that this is
no subject or occasion for sentimentality or wishful thinbng. It is in this con
text that we may nowexamine the role of international co-operation and seek to
measure lts effects.

I propose first of all to outline the types of international aid most commonly
deployed today, but let me preface these remarks by establishing, as it were,
the validity of the concept of international co-operation from the point of view
of the recipient nations selves • In 1962 a number emerg1ng nations met in
Cairo in a Conference on Problems of Economic Developmont. Part of the
"Gairo Deelaration II -- sequently adopted as a resolution by the United
Nations Assembly deelared that the and social problems
of the developing countries could be solved relatively quick1y IIthrough common
endeavour on the national and international planes with1n the framework
of the Nations and assistance ll

s s an expression of faith in the of assistance# a
concommitant the need at the HULJ.I..Jlll...U.
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larger of the two and is without doubt contributing very substantially to the
economic growth of developing countries. In recognising this, however, ODe
should not tum a blind eye to the disadvantages which' are frequently bound
up in the aid "package", particularly I perhaps, as concerns aid offered by
industrialised countries to their former colonies.

I have already touched upon the preservation of economic ties between metro
politan powers and colonial territories after independence. Let me give an
illustration of this based on an actual case.

A newly independent country in Africa sends on average 80 per cent of its
exports to its former metropolitan country. Even when the world market for raw
materials is at its worst r the African country is sustained by the former
metropolitan one, which buys some products at a price higher than the world
level. But this is on the condition that the benefit thus realised will be spent
on imports that favour the industry of the former metropolitan country, the
balance of exchange being tipped substantially in favour of the latter • Customs
receipts and taxes somewhat compensate for the disparity , but the deficit
becomes a daily burden • Then the former metropolitan power comes to the
rescue and agrees to balance the administrative budget. If this support
were suddenly removed, the economy of that country would collapse.

This' system resI3mbles a rope thrown to an exhausted alpinist, clinging to a
eliff. The rope saves him from immediate death, but as long as he remains hanging
in the air he is at the mercy of the person holding the rope. That is precisely
the case of the elient-state chained to its protector's market; prevented from
developing its commerce with other states , it sees its situation growing worse.
Dependence becomes automatic as the two economies are knitted together.
Furthermore, most aid is extended for a short term only: two months, six months,
a year at the maximum, and it is always insufficient to cover all the needs of the
period concerned. The recipient is thus perpetually uncertain. Pulled into an
almost scientifically refined combination, he is obliged to solicit new credit
and to be careful of any "imprudence" likely to annoy his protector. The result
i s political bondage.

"Conditional" aid of this kind contrasts sharply with aid provided under the
United Nations Development Programme. There are conditions to United Nations
aid, certainly I but of quite a different order. They inelude a contractual
assurance on the part of the beneficiary govemment that a national counter
part contribution, in cash or kind, will be provided to supplement each project;
that staff and facilities will be provided; that staff of the Programme and
the executing agency will be allowed free access to the project at any time, and
so forth.

The general principles of the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical
Assistance (now merged in the UN Development Programme) are worthy of close
attention. They are as follows:

-- the primary objective is to help under-developed countries to
strengthen their national economies with a view to promoting
their economic and political independence and ensuring the
attainment of higher levels of economic and social wellbeing
for their entire populations;

-- technical assistance shall be rendered only in agreement
'with the governments concerned and on the basis of requests
received from them and only to or through them;

-- the kinds of services to be rendered shall be designed to
meet the needs of the country concerned, shall be decided



by the government and provided as far as possible in the
form it desires ;

-- a country desiring assistance should perfonn in advance as much
of the work as possible in order to define the nature and scope of the
problems involved;

-- technical assistance 8ha11 not be a means of foreign economic
and political interference in the internal aHairs of the country I

shall not be accompanied by any considerations of a political
naturel and shall Gvoid distinctions mising from the political
structure of the country or from the race of religion of its population.

It is Gpparent that the de'veloping countries favour aid provided under
principles such as these. Their request to the UNDP in fact far outpace the
capacity of the Programme to meet their needs. Of more than 200 requests for
assistance received by the Special rund sector of the Programme in 1965 -
an increase of one quarter over 1964 - only 111 were Gpproved by the Fund.

More than 3 1 000 technical assistance and pre-investment projects under the
Development Programme were under way in 1965 I at an estimated cost
equivalent of j)5 88 million and involving the services of over 5 / 600 international
experts. In addition I over %50 million in assistance was provided under
the regulGr budget programmes of UN specialised agehcies I funds-in-trust
arrangements and the Freedom from Hunger Campaign.

\JVhile we are talking of figures, let us note the part played by the
recipient governments. the total cost of %1 / 400 million for 604 SpeciGl rund
projects since 1959 recipient governments have paid no less than %820 million
as against the Fund %580 millioni in other words over one-third more.
This alone convincingly illustrates the nature the under-
taking •

Another significant point is the investment I both public and private I which
these projects are designed to attract • The Special Pund expended %19 million
dollars on 25 projects completed the end of last year. But these projects
have generated directly or indirectly I no less than %1,068 million in invest
ments.

The argument thus appears weighted rather heavily on the side of the multi
lateral system, but this is not to deny the need of developing countries for
both types of assistance. j\ccording to George Woods, President of the
International Bank for Reconstruction Gnd Development l they can effectively
absorb each year at least thn3e to four billion dollars more of development
finance than they CGn currently obtain. Not only public economic assistance
but also the investment private capital is far from sufficeint to finace the
economic development of the Ilthird world" •

I now tum to the continent
the
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independent, with competenttstab1e governments, with. legislative and
executive bodies that can assert that independence.

I am reminded of an analysis by the American economist, J.K. Ga1braith, who,
stated: "It is quite useless to imagine that good development plans can be
drawn up or implemented if there are no good governments to keep an eye on
them. Il

It is not for me to sav whether lurican governments are good or not. I would
merely remind you that there can be no international ca-operation without the'
existence of separate viab1e partners capable of ensuring genuine exchanges.

V/hen I sav that co-operation postulates separate partners, I also mean that
Airicans must shoulder their responsibilities as regards both intemal administra
tion and externa1 relations. If the British, French, Russians or Americans are
obliged to assume the fGsponsibilities of management at the administrative
or military level, the result is a confusion of roles and co-operation is
impossible. At the Conforence on Education in Africa organised by Unesco at
Addis Ababa three years aga the delegate from Tanganyika made aremark which
caused considerab1e comment: "It is evident! " he said, "that a nation in
dependence 10ses all meaning and substance if its 90vemment functions
thanks to an army of imported officials."

The question of viability is a serious one for Africa, and a strong case can
be made for the establishment of regional groupings of states constituted in
harmony with geographic, economic! ethnic and cultural realities ! for the
purpöse of co-operative endeavour in their own economic and social deve10p
ment. It is perhaps too early in the process of evolution of independent Africa
to expect any dramatic development a10ng these lines in the years immediate1y
ahead. But let me point out that African leaders are not unaware of the positive
resulting from the pooling of manpower and natural resources and political
direction. As President Senegal has said" "The remains to
construct together the entire continent." Nor are technical dynamics of
integration lost on African leaders. The analysis by Louise 1\rmand 1 one of
the greatest French technocrats! demonstrating the necessity of European
union, has been studied with a view to its application in lUrica. According
to Armand, the modern \lorld is governed by two principles • The first is that
of size or dimension. The second is that of acceleration in the evolution of
technology. finds that modern techniques impose a certain dimension and
that they evoive rapidly. They eall for more and more expensive equipment
which in tum grows obsolete with increasing rapidity • Technical imperatives
thus lead inevitably to the conception of large- scale units.

This analysis applies just as well to Africa today o under-development
of the continent is el glober! phenomenon requiring global solutions integrated
in inten8e international ca-operation. Regional integrations of the type I have
briefly envisaged are a towards this ideal.

successful ca-operation is the for ~::.;;::.,;:.:-.

.9&1!.!Will[lJ2L~Q!}QL!ill;..g~~Ql2.rllim:L- - the foreign aid
the attainment the European or Arrler"iCan

s as they dress l to have
increasingly to be in

.hU'.AV. •.;;> ......"'.u '-''''''' countries
ec.rlIL1ClU assistance Qvno'rt

countries s
an encounter
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suitable without modification • They are not supposed to train little English
men I little Americans I little Frenchmen ••• but the future workers and
citizens of these nations. II

International co-operation should not be a mere attempt to transplant a culture
that is either wholly or partly alien. Its basic principle must be a genuine effort
to apply the experiencG 1 skills and the techniquGs madarn civilisation
to tho nc~eds I conditions and desires of the people and culture receiving tham in
order that they may devalop according to their own intrinsic capabilities and
charactoristics.

Jillother condition is the avoidance of ideological campaigning. The co
operation that Africans seek is one that understands and sustains their
endoavours I not one that corrupts 'and diverts their aspirations to the profit
of a banner whtch i s not their own.

i"illd finally , the need to associate the poople in the work of c o-operation •
The psychological problems that arise from incomprehension in some sections
of public opinion can be overceme by getting rid ef the idoa that co-operation
is the sole concern of govornments and inter-govornmentctl organisations I

namely of those who make it thair job to organi8e the relations between
industrialised countries and devoloping countries. Lot us taken an example:

African unity will be an illusion if it is no more than a slogan enabling heads of
state to meet periodically in various capHals • It will bacome a living reality
if it frankly associates peoples at different stages or devolopment, making them
full participant s in the same national and international community.
same way I co-operation must be sed not only at the level of governments
and public departments, so at the level of the people.

There was a time when international trade union movemont was a sort of
geometrical locus common to different strata of the population in Europe,
Asia, l\frica l America. many reasons this bond between the workers

the world has gradually A But as far as is concerned, it is
those forees I together with youth movements and women organisations and
their counterparts in other e ontinents I that will bring about a genuine "r'._r,-nr,1I'rr+i

capable of influencing governments and playing an effoctive role in African
dovelopment.

seems to me that the outlook genuine popular international ca-operation
was generally adopted involving paternalism mutual understanding.
betweau nations would be strengthened. \lVithout grass-roots ca-operation,
governments may find themselves cut off from their public opinion, and what
the French call IICartierism" inovitably obstruct the cö-operation that is
indispensable for the d(3velopment of so many communities.

These mo some of the I hold to be of paramount importanee in
of jJlaking lniternatlC)Ylc1! CO-OD,erl:J:tion work. I bel1evo are prclctiC(]l

propositions by on both
of the framework of the
United l~\~·n•.l.~jH'"

s vast panorama ?
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refonners that betterment of living and working conditions tould be achieved
on1y if it was founded on internCltiona1 co-operative action. Founded as part
of the Peace Settlement of 1919 1 it is Uself committed to strive for universal
and lasting peace based upon social justice • !ts councils are unique among
international organisations in their democratic tripartite composition l the
joint deliberations of representatives of governments 1 employers and workers
compris:d.oq . perhaps the most dynamic expression of international participation
to be found in the entire family of the United Nations. Itself the senior
specialised agency associated with the United Nations, with special
competence for social and labour affairs 1 the ILO has come to be regarded as
the "social conscience" of the United Nations system, having given practical
significaDce to many of the principles set forth in the Universal Deelaration of
Human Rights by incorporating them inta binding international labour Con
ventions capable of worldwide application. And l finally 1 it was the first
Director of the ILO, Albert Thomas, who coined the term for one of the concepts
we are concerned with tOdClY, namely "technical assistance" •

a) Aspects of ILO assistance to Africa

This is not the moment to explore in depth the manifold activities of the ILO
in standard-setting l operationel technical assistcmces and research. It would
be instructive, however, to look at some aspects of ILO co-operation with
Africa over and above the participation of the lLO"8 37 l'.irican member states in
the Organisation"s administration and its conferences and technioal meeting s •

Firstly, the field of labour lclW. Even before they achieved independent nation
hood, the new African states were able to benefit partly from the international
stcmdards established over the years by the • They inherited, as it were/
a readymade set of instruments to protect and safeguard their working people.
Even if not specifically tailored to meet African requirements, they nevertheless
provided the foundations of labour legislation on which they could build. As a
result! the labour and social security lavvs of most lurican countries bear the
elear imprint of ILO Conventions and Recommendations. These standards have
for nearly 50 years provided one of the main sources to which legislaters have
turned in establishing the principles for the regulai.ion of conditions of
life and work. The newly independent states of lurica have thus been able,
on joining the Organisation, to confirm the obligations in respect of ILO con-
ventions which had been accepted on their behalf the states previously respons-
ib1e for their interna1 relations f and the assistance of the 11,0 continues to be
sought in the drafting of now social legislation and the creation of services for
its administration.

Socondly, technical co-operation. In the light changing world conditions
and neeels the 11,0 has recently completed a sweeping re-appraisal of its
activities I resulting in the determination of three major areas for operationaI
action:

l. The development of huma.n resources;

2. Labour relations, trade union deve10pment
the growth of social institutions;

3. Conditions of and work.

rrf"'f"'C,nTDrl the
varlous



Two processes are involved in the operation: namely, planning and training.
In both fields the ILa is providing extensive and expanding ca-operative
assistance to African countries. It has sent manpower planning experts to
advise and help governments in assessing the e}",rtent to vvhlch the labour
force will meet the requirements of the economy for skUled manpower in
setting targets for the number of jobs to be created and for the additionai
education and training to be given, and in estimating the extent to which
different courses of action will meet these targets.

As for training, the size of the problem can be gauged from same of the
estimates made by various countries. The Ivory Coast had to replace
7,600 expatriates , and in addition needed 13,000 skilled men to fulfU 118
10-year plan. The United A.rab Republic was aiming to train 30,000 supervisors
within five years.

The ILa is co-operating with these and many other African states to provide
training facilities at all levels and to improve those aIready in existence.
The emphasis is on training II strategic personnell! -- key persons such as
managers, supervisors , maintencance men, instructors and certain highly
skilled workers -- who are able to pass on their knowledge to others and thus
make a self-multiplying contributian to the national economy.

The re80urces of a large number of industrialised countries are being brought to
bear through the ILa in these enterprises. Not only does the bulk of the
financial backing available come from the economically advanced countries
in the form of their contributions to the UNDP and the ILa budgets, but in a
number of cases individual countries are taking a special interest in international
co-operation activities in Africa.. Sweden, for example, is providing financial
assistance to enabIe the ILa to administer schemes for the training of women
and girls -- in clerical work in Kenya and in office ""vork, dressmaking and home
economics in Sierra Leone. Currently there ere nine Norwegian and Swedish
experts serving in ILO international teams on the continent. In addition, a young
volunteer from Norway, shortly to be joined by several more of his
countrymen and a volunteer from Denmark, is giving valuable practical help in
an ILa vocational rehabi1itation project in Uganda.

A Swedish associate expert, Ingemar Lindberg from the 1\l1inistry of Social
Affairs i has just completed a yoar with the ILa Office in Addis Ababa during
which he also assisted in an ILa vocationai rehabilitation project in Addis.
He report s :

"This year gave me much valuable insight inta development problems and ILO
field activities ••• there should certainIy be plenty of scope for Swedish
associate experts being attached to ILO field projects, where reinforcements
are most needed."

b) II

One facet of human resources development which commanding a good deal of
attention and which profoundly affects the African scene is the so-called
drain" -- the syphoning of a proportion of highly skilled personnel who
various reasons prefer to and work in other I economically more advanced
countries. manpower in this category ~- scientists I engineers I

doctors I la-wyers I administrators -- is that which is in gn3a1:eE;t
demomd in developing countries f

go overseas



It is accompanied by a tendency for the wealthier and more secure societies
to outbid all others for the use of the highest quality human capital; the United
state s , with its enormous expenditures on scientific research and development,
being the highest bidder.

The causes of this "intellectual migration" are deeply rooted in the widening
contrasts in stages and speed of development. The enormous gap between
the salaries offered by developed nations as against those available in
developing countries is an obvious cause. Others may be the better
opportunities for career advancement, stimulation and free exchange of opinion,
better education for children and wider cultural horizons which exists in the
wealthier nations.

In one sense the migration of talent is an expression of greater international
freedom .. On the other hand, however, it is a serious example of the progressive
deprivation of resources needed for development and of the widening of the
world wealth-poverty gap between developed and developing nations.

In the case of the non-return to Africa of highly trained graduates the problem
is complicated by the conflict between generations and the continued existence
of traditional forma of society. In numerous African countries it is the oldest
member of society, the oldest generation, in whom the greatest authority resides •
It is hardly surprising that a young man who, unlike his elders, has had the
advantage of an expensive, public-financed education in a European or American
city, will find himself unable to submit to the traditional gerontocratic system"
To do so would, indeed, be to fail to utilise his new skills and knowledge which
find no place in an outmoded social order.

As yet too little is known of this phenomenon of the brain drain, although
a growing body of research is being accumulate<l, But certain solutions I or
partial solutions, emerge. One is to so transform African society, so that
conditions conducive to the return of migrated talent will be attained • This
implies a change of attitudes as well as modernisation of economic and social
structures. VVe are working towards the latter; the projects of the ILO in Africa l

as els ewhere I are designed to provide balanced economic and social develop
ment -- to translate economic gains into social progress .. The solution of the
former is more elusive. Another answer is to find ways of providing high-leve!
training within the continent Uself. This again is a field in which valuable help
can be given by the ILO cmd its

I have stressed the importance of training in the ILO programme of technical
co-operation. But I do not wish to leave you with the impression that training in
technical skilIs is the only operational concern of the ILO. On the contrary I

it is a part of an integrated operational Pattern designed to remedy those
other problems -- such as acute underemployment and unemployment, and
low productivity -- which together tend to hold back economic growth in
developing regions. The over-all ILO programme therefore covers such fields
as productivity promotion and manpower planning 'aod ,xganisation; s
and small-scale industry; occupational safety and health; vvorkers" education,
labour-management relations and labour conditions and admini ; and
extensive work in rural development

s way the programme is designed to meet ,-,r.O("'f'r;

balanced economic progress in developing ccunUl,es
not only as in process of in<justJ:1a:l1:saticm

so to
economic expanSiOl
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As technical co-operation is increasingly seen as a broad educationa1 process -
one in which those who give have as much to 1earn as those who receive -- it has
become essentia1 that 1eaders in all areas of society should have a clear
understanding of the interlocking factors involved ~ To help foster this kind of
understanding the ILO has established an International Institute for Labour
Studies I designed both for the study and investigation of labour problems in
economic development and to provide a "feed-back ll between research and
practice that will assist the practitioner in carrying out his responsibilities.

Catering for persons of experience and promise whose influence on social policy
in their respective countries hers already been felt and is likely to increase I the
Institute is an important link in the chain of technical co-operation in helping
to ensure that technologica1 progress is transbted inta social progress. This
issue has been put in clear tenns by the Director-Genera1 of the ILO, David A.
Morser who declared: "If we do not move forward fast enough in the social field r
our whole civilisation may break under the strain of change; if we do, we apen
a way for creating a higher and more ri"0SpOfOUS civilisation than man has yet
known. 1I

It is with this same perspective that the Centre for Technical Advanced Training
has been created at Turin in Italy. It admits men who have already been trained
on the professionai level and whose qualifications call them to more important
responsibilities, especialIy in the field of industrial development ..

Numerous Africans are taking part in these different programmes • In fact,
Africa is heading the list of countries in which technical-cooperation schemes
are being operated by the International Labour Organization .. More than 37% of
our global technica1-cooperation budget is spent in Africa and you will therefore
understand that our administrative system has to take account of this fact.

c) The regional emphasis in ILO operations

Thert is the reason why in order to round off this brief appraisal of ILO work
in Africa I would like to emphasise the importance of the Organisation
current policy of decentrcrliscrtion of its work. The principal objective of
decentralisation is to strengthen its activities in, and contacts with, the
developing regions of the world: lurica, Asia, the Middle East and Latin America ..
It has become necessmy due to the rapid growth of the 1LO"s operationai
activities _.~ which, 1n terms of expenditure, have increased by nearly 400
per cent since 1960 ..- and also because of the trend towards increas1ng regional
ca-operation in economic and social questions.

In Africa, the objective is to establish a network of field oftices which
corresponds as closely as possible to the geographic, political, ethnic and
cultural realities of the continent e The 1LO"s reasoning, in this respect runs
fairly parallei to the thinking of many African leaders who foresee the need
for some kind of federation between the African stcrtes. Africa is a vast area;
it covers one fifth of the world land surface • It would be unreasonable to
envisage effective central administrations for so large and vaded a con
stituency $ VIThat is feasible, however, is a series of regional groupings or
federations of states • Each state would co-operate closely with its partners
within its particular federcrtion g and the federations themselves would be --~'''-J

linked together possible under the "umbrella" of the of Afrlcan
Unity ..

':>.I'>.'::'1.v11 a very simple
l:xc(::mC)mJlC Gommi

Vy .. J......"'. The

a very complex I do no more
But it is 1nterest1ng to note that

,-u.o, ...vu has already adopted a framework COrrE~SI)or1djlng

Commission is structured to
centI:al and eastern.
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The Regional strocture which the ILO is now establishing in Africa follows
a more detailed design. !t will comprise seven sub-offices strategically
placed throughout the continent, with a co-ordinating office in Addis Ababa.
These seven offices will be in Algiers , for the Maghreb; Cairo, for the north
east; Dakar, for the north-west; Lagos, for the west-central area; Yaounde,
for the south-west and central area; Dar-es-Salaam, for the east, and Lusaka.
for the southern area.

These groupings correspond generally with those worked out by African
Ministers of Labour when they met in Accra at the beginning of this year. This
is no coincidence. I regard it rather as a strong indication that the ILO is
genuinely seeking to respond to the actual needs and conditions in Africa;
that the ILO has its eyes open to realities • For there can be no doubt that the
patterns of co-operation established and utilised by the ILO and other inter
national bodies will have some influence on the development of regional
federations in Africa and will to some extent help to shape the composition of
such federations. Tt is no empty gesture that the ILO has pledged full support
to the objectives of African unity and has signed an agreement of co-operation
with the Organisation of African Unity.

., .

As you see, the International Labour Organisation devotes !tseU to keeping as
close as possible to the facts of African life, in which we hope its assistance
will have froitful effects. !ts desire is also to be open to receive new ideas and
methods I which will make i1' better fitted to continue to play its part as the
universal social conscience •

I am not losing sight of the fact that the working of international organisations
is not always blameless • V/e are still at the beginning of our enterprise and
our administrative system is not always adapted to the meeting of numerous'
and urgent needs, which are sometimes expressed with distressing anguish"
Nor am I losing sight of the fact that our financial resources seem tragically
limited and that in the end our results may seem meagre if they are compared
with what remains to be done ..

But there is in this no reason for losing hope. The stimulus given by the
international organizations enables the Africans to beco'me oware of the di
mensions of their problems and of their responsibilities. After all it is for
them to liberate themselves f to develop themselves •

I am particularly pleased to be expressing these ideas today in Uppsala -
flve years after my first visit to this metropolis of science and culture ..
It is in fact flve years since I had the great privilege of representing my
government at the funera1 of Dag Hammarskjöld here in Uppsala and I cannot
speak today of the efforts towards international co-operation in Africa without
recalling the illustrious memory of Dag Hammarskjöld, who died so tragically
in this very continent of Africa.

I respectfully evoke the memory of the former Secretary-General of the United
Nations and of the constcmt efforts of the Scandinavian peoples to help the
peoples of Africa t from Algiers to Pretoria, in their stroggle for dignity and
justice and, in doing so, I would repeat the well-known words of Winston
Churchill, "Never in the field of human conflict was so inuch owed by so many
to so few". This is the fundamental reason for my hopes .. Like Arnold Toynbee,
I hope that "our age will be remembered not for its horrifying crimes or
astonishing inventions t but because it is the first generation since the down
of history in which mankind dared to believe it practical to make the benefits
of civilisation available to the whole human race" With this perspective I
believe wholeheartedly in international ca-operation whether we Ctlinese
Papuans or Mongols. I believe in international co-operation, which nothing can
ever stop: in like the Mis sippi, it just keeps along ..

With I whatever may be of or un-
certcIintiE~S of tomorrow! I keep myself confident in the men and women of
lUlnca -- I believe in Africa.
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